The information in this preliminary prospectus is not complete and may be changed. Since few employers will actually read this
document, and simply wait for the PowerPoint version, this document is largely for the reading enjoyment of the bureaucrats at the
Securities Exchange Commission. These securities may not be sold until the registration statement filed with the Securities and
Exchange Commission is effective, but the underwriters will have already marketed these securities in advance. This preliminary
prospectus is not an offer to work nor does it seek an offer to hire in any jurisdiction where the offer or sale is not permitted. That
being said, feel free to use it to make a hiring decision at your own peril.

PROSPECTUS (Subject to Completion)
Issued April 1, 2021

MISTER PERFECT
_____________________________________________________________________________________________

Common Stock

__ Shares

_____________________________________________________________________________________________
Mister Perfect is offering __ shares of his common stock. This is his initial public offering, and no public market
currently exists for his shares. We anticipate that the initial public offering price will be overpriced between $ and $
per share.
He has applied to list his common stock on the New York Stock Exchange under the symbol “ACES.”
Investing in his common stock is an explicit decision to hire and involves risks - many of which you will underestimate.
See “Risk Factors” beginning on page 25. It will convince you that only a Greater Fool would purchase this security.
_____________________________________________________________________________________________

Per Share

Total

Price to Public

$

$

Underwriting Discounts and Commissions

$

$

Proceeds to ACES

$

$

_____________________________________________________________________________________________
We have granted the underwriters the right to purchase up to an additional
shares of common stock solely to cover
over-allotments, if any. This is called a green shoe and has nothing to do with leprechauns.
The Securities and Exchange Commission and state securities regulators have not approved or disapproved of these
securities or determined if this prospectus is truthful or complete. Their unofficial motto is caveat emptor. Any
representation to the contrary is a criminal offense.
The underwriters expect to deliver the shares of common stock to purchasers on

, 2021.
Prospectus dated

, 2021
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PROSPECTUS SUMMARY
This summary highlights information contained elsewhere in this prospectus. Even though this summary is not
complete and does not contain all of the information you should consider before investing in my common stock and
hiring me, we know this is the only section you will read. You should carefully consider, among other things, the
really boring sections and study my financial statements. You will see I really need employment. Unless the context
otherwise requires, I use the terms “Mister,” “Perfect,” “I,” “my,” or similar terms in this prospectus to refer to
Mister Perfect and, where appropriate, my skills.
MISTER PERFECT
Overview
My mission is to be the best employee ever hired by your firm.
I believe deeply in my mission. Every minute of every day, you can snap your fingers and I’ll get to work.
You are my sensei and I am your padawan. While I have yet to fully prove myself in the corporate world, in the
academic world I am a winner. My grades are stellar, my extracurriculars are impressive, and my part-time work ethic
is second to none. I studied engineering and business which means I can build, escape, and sell my way out of a paper
bag. I’ve performed every menial job known to an undergraduate including serving cafeteria food, and cleaning
toilets, and driving a Lyft during the graveyard shift. I am locked and loaded.
My unique value proposition is rooted in my raw intelligence, unmatched endurance, technical acumen, and leadership
potential. Together, these ingredients empower me to propel your business forward.
●
●
●
●

Raw intelligence. My multiple engineering and finance degrees demonstrate my ability to absorb and process
vast amounts of data. Even though artificial intelligence will eventually reduce my competitive advantage,
I’m still smarter than Alexa and light years ahead of Microsoft Bob.
Unmatched endurance. I have excelled at exams, performed in school plays, and worked in multiple menial
jobs while pulling all-nighters and living on little more than Rip It Energy Fuel. My endurance is matched
only by my wit.
Technical acumen. While others may have studied philosophy or arts in school, I’ve focused on the
technical skills required to add immediate value to your organization. I’m a Level 10 certified blackbelt in
Excel and PowerPoint god. Training not required.
Leadership potential. I possess all of the building blocks for future leadership in your organization
including strategic thinking, charismatic salesmanship, and genius-level emotional intelligence. Although
not obvious today, I’m destined to be signing your paychecks in the future.

Recent Developments
I recently completed an internship at Goldman Sachs which prepared me to be a mover and shaker in your
organization. I learned many key concepts including indentured servitude, and mafioso loyalty. This work experience
makes me a very attractive candidate for you or your competitors.
My Philosophy
I embrace the future with optimism and strive to fulfill my life’s purpose based on seven cultural norms. I
authored these norms from the ground up to reflect who I am and where I am going.
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

I always do the right thing. Period.
I think globally, I live locally.
I am customer obsessed. My purpose is to surprise and delight them at all hours of the day.
I make big bold bets. Particularly, when the odds are in my favor.
I act like an owner. I seek out problems and solve them. Even if they aren’t mine.
I persevere. I believe in the power of grit. I thrive on being between a rock and a hard place.
I value ideas over hierarchy. I have boss potential.
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Risk Factors
Investing in me involves numerous risks, including the risks described elsewhere in this prospectus. The
following are some of these risks, any of which could have an adverse effect on my prospects.
●
●
●
●
●

There are many, many candidates with my exact qualifications.
Maintaining and enhancing my brand and reputation is critical to my business prospects, and my ability to
one day hold your firm hostage.
I have made substantial investments in my education and have yet to see substantial return. As already
obvious to my parents, I may never realize any benefits from it.
I have incurred significant losses since birth and expect my operating expenses to increase significantly in
the foreseeable future, as I upgrade my wardrobe and living arrangements to keep up appearances.
I may decide that my talents are valued elsewhere and leave your firm after you have invested substantial
sums in my training and leadership development.

My common stock will be listed on the NYSE under the symbol “ACES.”
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